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According to IP Hong who is the vice president and head of global sales and marketing at Telecom
Systems business that a trial is being lined up by one of the major Tier 1 European group operators,
with the Korean dealer. Hong added that the firm will have some other trials in Europe. He said that
the momentum is reward for Samsungâ€™s investment in its European operation which is based in UK.
Samsungâ€™s LTE solution is known as Smart LTE and it comprises of a macro solution and a small
cell solution which will be available in 2012 later. The firm has signed an agreement with KDDi, for
intelligent small cells, Hong stated further.

He added that it will also be announced by the company this year that manufacturing GSM
equipment will be started by it for giving it complete 2/3/4G single RAN capability. A reference
software design is being used by the firm from one of the â€œincumbent vendorsâ€•, according to Hong.
He said that the company was the first to deliver commercial LTE and last to deliver GSM and the
late deployment denotes that the latest GSM features can be implemented by Samsung.

As per the claim of Hong, Samsung is number 3 LTE vendor across the globe. The sayings of IP
Hong have created a hope among the fans of Samsung Telecom. Hong has a record at Samsung to
accomplish delivery of voice and data wireless network solutions which are based on his technical
knowledge and market intelligence. Various positions have been held by him of growing
responsibilities in marketing management and business development by leading CDMA, LTE,
WiMAX and commercial projects.

He spoke as a guest speaker in various industry events including LTE and WiMAX. He is
recognized as a telecommunication veteran over 17 years of experience in leadership. In the past,
leadership positions were held by him at Cisco Systems and Navini Network. Several broadband
projects were led by Hong as a project manager and system engineer. He is now the Vice President
of Samsung Electronics as well as the head of Global Market Group for Telecommunication System
Business. Hong got a Telecommunication Engineering degree from Korea Aviation University.
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